
Arts Society Blackwater Lectures 2021 
 
7th January ZOOM 
I Am The Very Model: Parodies Of Victorian Society In Gilbert And Sullivan  
Peter Medhurst 
The operas of Gilbert & Sullivan are rich in contemporary satire and witty personal allusions. This lecture tells how each 
of the 14 operas, on which the partners collaborated, drew inspiration from the world in which they lived by drawing on 
celebrities, politicians, social mores, manners, artistic taste, as well as the class system. The lecture explains how the 
then first Lord of the Admiralty, WH Smith, became the model for Sir Joseph Porter KCB in HMS Pinafore, how Oscar 
Wilde inspired Bunthorne in Patience, and how Gilbert himself may have been the model for the Judge in Trial By Jury. 
 

4th February ZOOM 
A Passion for Piers: A delightful look at the History of Pleasure Piers 
Jackie Marsh-Hobbs 
A delightfully entertaining look at the history of pleasure piers covering just over 200 years, from the first pier in the 
Regency period up to the present day. Almost 100 pleasure piers were built around our coastline, diverse in designs 
and some crowned with exotic palaces or pavilions. These elegant structures bear witness to the remarkable skills of 
the Victorian engineers and are an important part of our social history symbolizing the nation’s love of days out and 
summer holidays at seaside resorts. A celebration covering the heyday of piers, how generations have enjoyed the 
fresh air and sea views, been captivated by the amusements and entertained by a variety of artists. The incredible 
stories of our surviving piers, whether they are successful flourishing or sadly in trouble, their future and the ongoing 
struggle to keep them.  

 
11th March ZOOM 
MAY THE EYE NOT STRIKE: SPIRITUAL PROTECTION IN ISLAMIC TEXTILES AND JEWELLERY 
Chris Alexander 
Belief in the Evil Eye is still widespread across the Muslim world, and is particularly prevalent amongst women, who 
often fear the jealousy of other women and the potential curse this can bring. Amulets, embroidered mirror-work, beads, 
holy embroidered Su Doku (yes, really) and power emblems such as the hand, the eye, rams’ horns, the triangle and 
the chilli all help protect those fearful of the Evil Eye or the jinn. Whether adorning a person or a cradle, house or yurt, 
textiles and jewellery and even architecture have been shaped by a desire to provide spiritual protection. And in case 
you thought this has nothing to do with European culture, what is the connection between paisley ties, bridesmaid 
dresses and the Evil Eye? 

 

1st April ZOOM  
RAPHAEL OF URBINO: ARTIST AND ARCHITECT 
Shirley Smith 
2020 marks the 500th anniversary of the death of Raphael. The monumental figures and clarity of form of his art 
epitomises the grandeur of the High Renaissance while his masterful drawings, in a variety of media, reflect his creative 
processes. His early death at the age of 37 belies the scope of his work and future influence. In this lecture, we will 
study his art and architecture, from his early work in Urbino and Florence to its full maturity in Rome. 

 
13th May ZOOM 
THE AGE OF JAZZ  
Sandy Burnett 
One hundred years ago a group of American musicians docked in London, bringing with them for the very first time one 
of the twentieth century’s most important musical genres: jazz, a fascinating blend of rigorous structure, free-wheeling 
creativity, close-knit ensemble work and improvisation. Drawing on his practical experience both as musicologist and 
gigging musician, Sandy is able to shed light on jazz from the inside. His talk touches on the disparate influences which 
lay behind the emergence of jazz, and his musical illustrations range from the blues, ragtime and the very earliest jazz 



recordings through to classics by Louis Armstrong’s Hot Five and the Duke Ellington Orchestra, and the dawn of the 
Swing Era 
 

4rd June ZOOM FRIDAY 

Peggy Guggenheim  
Alexandra Epps 
The 'poor little rich girl' who changed the face of twentieth century art. Not only was Peggy Guggenheim ahead of her 
time but she was the woman who helped define it. She discovered and nurtured a new generation of artists producing a 
new kind of art. Through collecting not only art but the artists themselves, her life was as radical as her collection. 

 
1st July ZOOM 
Vaux le Vicomte”Fit for a King”: The Inspiration Behind Versailles Palace 
Carole Petipher 
A tale of misplaced ambition, jealousy and betrayal. French 17th century design owes much to one man; an ambitious 
visionary named Nicholas Fouquet. A man little spoken of however, as he made one grave error of judgement which he 
would live to regret: he upstaged the young Louis XIV by employing the best creative talent of the day to commission a 
spectacular chateau himself. The result was a radical new look for the century. 

 
6th September Study Day 
From Downton To Gatsby. Jewellery And Fashion 1890 To 1929 
Andrew Prince 
For the series Downton Abbey, Andrew was commissioned to produce many jewels for the main characters, and this 
inspired him to create a talk based on Downton and the changing styles of the time portrayed. Jewellery and Fashion 
are often seen as two entirely separate and distinct fields of design, but this is very far from the case. In his talk Andrew 
guides you through the extraordinary periods and events between 1890 and 1929, where the great fashion houses 
collaborated with the finest of jewellers to produce works of art of outstanding quality and glittering opulence. Along with 
this he discusses the clients and patrons who commissioned the jewels and how they were worn with the sumptuous 
gowns. To accompany his study day, he brings with him many of the pieces used in Downton, so the audience can see 
what was worn, close up. 
 
7th October  
"What’s In A Crack?" A Closer Look At The Paintings Of Stanhope Forbes Ra & The 
Newlyn School Painters 
Sarah Cove 

Paintings conservator and technical art historian, Sarah Cove ACR, is well known for her re-discovery of ‘lost’ paintings 
by John Constable on BBC1’s Fake or Fortune?. In this lecture she considers the materials and techniques used in oil 
sketches and exhibited works by Stanhope Forbes and his contemporaries in the light of technical examination 
undertaken during the recent cleaning and conservation. Featuring details of notable and little seen works from private 
collections as well as more familiar works scrutinised in gallery collections both near and far. 
Ignoring the Fishing and the Folk that are often the preserve of discussions around the late 19th century Newlyn painting 
colony, from a technical perspective the surfaces of paintings by these artists pose as many questions as they answer. 
Many of the works are riddled with drying cracks that suggest complex paint layers, multiple changes of mind during the 
evolution of a composition and possibly the hasty use of incompatible or untested materials. However, very little 
technical examination or scientific analysis of Newlyn School works has been formally carried out in collections 
worldwide to try and address the questions that arise from such technical problems. Are they linked to the 19th century 
era of great change in artists’ materials, the rise and rise of the modern artists’ colourman, the invention of tube paints 
(with their pros and cons) and developments in pigment technology as a result of the industrial revolution? Are they 
simply the result of faulty technique? What can they tell us about the under layers of a painting and the working up of a 
composition? In recent years, Sarah Cove has worked on and examined a number of these works. This lecture draws 
together recent discoveries about the working processes of this close artistic community. Sarah will reveal the secrets of 
the painters’ methods as viewed under the microscope, working solely from her own research and conservation records, 



and will ask as many questions as she answers. Problems with deterioration in the original materials will be discussed 
as well as comments on the cleaning, conservation and varnishing of these works. The lecture is illustrated with unique 
close-up macro-photos and the use of scientific methods such as x-radiography and infrared reflectography.  

 
4th November 
150 Years Of London Underground Design 
Mark Ovenden 
Covers surprising attempts to create some graphic unity, even in the 1860s and 70s, expansion of the Underground and 
the need to create some cohesion between the different operating companies, Leslie Green's architecture and the Arts 
& Crafts movement, Frank Pick, Edward Johnston's typeface, Charles Holden's architecture and the Streamline 
Moderne/Art Deco movement, the New Works Programme, post war austerity/design, Victoria Line, loss of Johnston & 
rescue by Kono, Jubilee Line Extension/architecture, creation of TfL, recent schemes and future works including the 
Elizabeth Line/Northern Line extension to Battersea etc.. 

 
2nd December 
ART AND ILLUSION 
Ian Gledhill 
The story of stage scenery from Sophocles to Spiderman!  Western style theatre was invented by the Greeks from the 
5th century BC onwards, and this talk illustrates the way in which theatre has developed over the last two and a half 
thousand years, and in particular how stage scenery design has advanced in that time. Ian Gledhill has worked, among 
other things, as a professional stage designer, and the talk will end with a look at some of his work including a practical 
demonstration of simple trompe-l’oeil scenic painting. 
. 

 
 
 

 


